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DK: One more “shoe-on-the-other-foot& #8221; case study? “Bagel Head Trend: Japanese...

dude: #15 Andrew: You know the J media will not cover anti-NJ issues. Mostly, they don’t...

Mark in Yayoi: Debito, let me take a stab at those last few paragraphs. In order to understand...

Jim Di Griz: @ Peter #4 & Joe #11 I’m still waiting for you to let me know how...

Jim Di Griz: @ Debito #17 Seems like Nakamura’s little gripe about being the subject of...

debito: More allegations of racial discrimination perpetrated upon Japanese athletes overseas:...

Markus: After seeing the above linked sources, I think it would be very important for Nakamura to...

J.: There’s some very new work from non-Japanese researcher Ian Ash, regarding thyroid...

john k: “Troll much??..” *sigh*…The usual when faced with an impasse, resort to...

Andrew in Saitama: Especially AS’s submitted comment is very borderline, imho. Borderline?...

Bayfield: Joe said: “Why can’t people react as human beings to the mistreatment of other...

Mikan: Joe, don’t you think you might be getting away from the point talking about the...

Jim Di Griz: @ John K #87 You haven’t really got anything to say, except that you...

Jim Di Griz: @ Joe #11 I am against all forms of racism. In Nakamura’s case, he was given...

john k: #85 JDG, I see you’re now resorting to assuming because a different position is taken or...
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2012 was a good year for me.

Something else, don't know, can't say etc.

Not a good year, but at least better than 2011.

2012 was not a good year for me.

  Vote  

View Results

Polls Archive

Recent Posts

DEBITO.ORG NEWSLETTER FEBRUARY 4, 2013

Sneak preview of my next Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE Column 60, out tomorrow Tues Feb 5, on why Abe Shinzo could be Japan’s

most dangerous postwar PM

Sankei Sports etc: J soccer player Nakamura Yuuki quits Slovakian club, feels victimized by “racial discrimination”; my, how ironic!

Proposal: Establishing a Debito.org YouTube Channel?

NHK on Fukushima: Offering all-expense-paid junkets to NJ journalists, interviews for NJ residents who experienced disasters. What’s

the catch?

Update: JA and PTA’s Chagurin Magazine responds to protests re Tsutsumi Mika’s “Children within the Poverty Country of America”

article for 6th-Grade kids

Book Review: “At Home Abroad” by Adam Komisarof, a survey of assimilation/integration strategies into Japan (interviews include

Keene, Richie, Kahl, Pakkun, and Arudou)

Interesting lawsuits: French “Flyjin” sues employer NHK for firing her during Fukushima Crisis, 8 US sailors sue TEPCO for lying

about radiation dangers

Asahi: Media-fostered xenophobia forces prefectural countermeasures against NJ buying “strategic land”

NYT: Xenophobia in Environmental Ministry re exclusionary Fukushima decontam efforts: “Japanese soil is different”, “NJ assistance

might scare local grandmas”

Call for help from JALT PALE group for Publications Chair

US Senator Daniel Inouye dies, Mazie Hirono Becomes First U.S. Senator Born in Japan; contrast with do-nothing self-gaijinizing

Tsurunen

Beate Sirota Gordon, one architect of the Postwar Japanese Constitution, dies at 89, her goals uncompleted if not currently being

undone

Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE Column 59: The year for NJ in 2012: a Top 10

DEBITO.ORG NEWSLETTER DECEMBER 31, 2012

Next Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE column 59, “Top Ten Human Rights Events for 2012″, out January 1, 2013

Japan now a place to avoid for international labor migration? NHK: Even Burmese refugees refusing GOJ invitations, electing to stay
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in Thai refugee camp!

Good news: Rightist sentenced to a year in jail for harassing company using Korean actress in their advertising

Wishing everyone a happy holiday season and end-year 2012

Al Jazeera: “The mighty downfall of Japan’s tech giants” due to the lack of diversity in thought and innovation

“Japanese Only” hospital Keira Orthopaedic Surgery in Shintoku, Tokachi, Hokkaido. Alleged language barrier supersedes Hippocratic

Oath for clinic, despite links to METI medical tourism

Japan’s lurch to the right has happened, as predicted. DPJ routed, LDP and Ishihara ascendant in Dec 2012 LH Election

ACS on Internet smear campaigns in Japan-related cyberspace: Please read and critique this essay.

Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE Column 58, Dec. 11, 2012: “Do Japan a favor: Don’t stop being a critic”

DEBITO.ORG NEWSLETTER DECEMBER 10, 2012

Irony: GOJ pushes citizen ID law despite outcry over J privacy rights. Sadly, never similar concerns for NJ privacy, natch.

2nd Edition of HANDBOOK FOR NEWCOMERS, MIGRANTS, & IMMIGRANTS to Japan on sale Dec 2012, updated

PTA-recommended “Chagurin” mag puts propaganda article “Children within the Poverty Country of America” in Japan’s 6th-Grader

classrooms

Kyodo: UN HRC prods Japan on sex slaves, gallows. But the elephant in the room still remains no law against racial discrimination in

Japan

SITYS: IC Chips in new NJ Gaijin Cards are remotely scannable, as witnessed in USG’s Faraday Envelopes to protect cardholders’

privacy

NYT on Donald Keene “becoming one of them”, in an underresearched article that eulogizes the man before time

Archiving Tottori’s 2005 Jinken Ordinance (the first and only one ever passed, then UNpassed, penalizing racial discrimination in

Japan) to keep it in the historical record

Interesting debate on martial arts as newly required course in JHS under Japan’s Basic Education Law reforms

BBC: Japan’s pseudoscience linking personality traits to blood types. I say it dumbs society down.

My Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE Column 57, November 6, 2012: “If bully Ishihara wants one last stand, bring it on”

DEBITO.ORG NEWSLETTER NOVEMBER 6, 2012

AP: Where Japan’s Post-Fukushima rebuild cash really went: Corruption and coverup on grand scale in a crisis that even TEPCO

admits “could have been avoided”

Wash Post: A declining Japan loses its once-hopeful champions (including Ezra Vogel!) — as Japan is eclipsed by an ascendant China

Ishihara resigns Tokyo Governorship, seeks Diet seat as new party head. I say bring it on.

BV: “Victimizing the Young, Featherbedding the Old?” On how Japan’s elite bureaucratic rot is adversely affecting Japan’s children

Sakanaka in Japan Times: Japan as we know it is doomed, only immigrants can save it

Kyodo: NJ on welfare (unlike Japanese on welfare) now need to pay pension premiums, says Japan Pension Service

ZakSPA!: “Laughable” stories about “Halfs” in Japan, complete with racialized illustration

Shuukan Kin’youbi: Protests against NJ businesses in Tokyo turn ugly, yet J media compares Chinese protests against J businesses to

Kristallnacht

The first version of my Oct 2012 JT JUST BE CAUSE column (rejected for publication) blogged for your comments, on “sanctioned

reality”: Do you “get” it?

Japan Times: Japan Post Office unilaterally decides old “Gaijin Cards” no longer acceptable ID, despite still valid under MOJ
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Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE Column 56 on the Senkakus/Takeshima Disputes: “Revisionists marching Japan back to a dangerous

place”

DEBITO.ORG NEWSLETTER OCTOBER 1 2012

“From the Shadows” documentary on Japan’s child abductions debuts in Philly Film Festival Oct 23 & 27, tickets on sale now

Mainichi: Japan’s only human rights museum likely closing after Osaka Gov Hashimoto defunds, says doesn’t teach Japan’s “hopes &

dreams”

AP Interview: Japan Nuke Probe Head Kurokawa defends his report, also apportions blame to NJ for Fukushima disaster!

Success, of a sort, as a “Gaijin Mask” maker amends their racist product to “Gaikokujin Masks”. Same racialized marketing, though.

Kyodo: J airport “random body searches” start October. On “int’l passengers”, naturally, so not so random, considering police

precedents of racial profiling

Weird “Japanese Only” advertisement in U Hawaii Manoa Ka Leo student newspaper by Covance asking for medical-experiment

volunteers

Discussion: JDG, Harumi Befu et.al on the end of Japan’s internationalization and swing towards remilitarization

Diet session ends, Hague Convention on Int’l Child Abductions endorsement bill not passed

Kyodo: “Foreign caregiver program faces tightening”: Death knell of program as J media finds ways to blame the gaijin?

Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE Column 55: Toot your own horn — don’t let the modesty scam keep you down

DEBITO.ORG NEWSLETTER SEPTEMBER 3, 2012

Sneak Preview: My next Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE column 55 on the adverse affects of modesty and humility

Vacationing Debito.org for the rest of the summer

Tokyo Gov Ishihara at it again, calls NJ judo Olympians “beasts” spoiling Japan’s sport

Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE Column 54 Aug 7, 2012: “For nikkei immigrants in Japan, it doesn’t have to be a bug’s life”

DEBITO.ORG NEWSLETTER AUGUST 5, 2012

Resurrecting Gregory Clark’s embarrassingly xenophobic Japan Times column on “Global Standards” Nov 1, 1999, quietly deleted

without retraction from JT Online archives

Tangent: Newsweek column on “rising ugly nationalism towards foreign residents” in China. Hm, how about an eye on Japan?

Japan Times on reaffirmed J workers’ “right to strike”, thanks to judicial precedent set by defeated 2012 nuisance lawsuit from

eikaiwa Berlitz Inc.

Japan Times: “Ninjin-san ga Akai Wake” Book is behind bullying of mixed-race children; contrast with “Little Yellow Jap”

Yomiuri: Iwate town sponsors Vietnamese future doctor — and people reportedly react with trepidation

Weird Tangent: Panasonic campaign targeting and bribing NJ Facebook users in violation of Facebook privacy policy

H-Japan on “Apartheid or Academic Accuracy: Japan’s Birth Rate”, Tohoku U Prof Yoshida’s demographic research methodologically

excludes “foreigner births”

Tangent: Parliamentary Independent Investigation Commission Report on Fukushima Disaster “Made in Japan”: MD notes ironies of

different Japanese and English versions

Hurrah, the separate Alien Registration System is abolished after 60 years. Now let’s consider the GOJ give & take regarding tracking

NJ under this policy

Weekend Tangent: Louis Vuitton Journeys Award shortlisted J movie short has multicultural couple

Suraj Case: Chiba prosecutors decide not to indict 10 Immigration officers in whose custody he died
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Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE Column 53 July 3, 2012: “In formulating immigration policy, no seat at the table for NJ”

DEBITO.ORG NEWSLETTER JULY 2, 2012

Asia Pacific Bulletin: “Accepting Immigrants: Japan’s Last Opportunity for Economic Revival”

GOJ Cabinet “Coexistence with NJ” Pt. 2: Critique of June 15, 2012 meeting — a very positive Third Act to this Political Theatre

NYT: A Western Outpost Shrinks on a Remote Island Now in Japanese Hands; the overwriting of NJ legacies in Ogasawaras

Kyodo: Foreign caregiver exits put program in doubt, complete with editorial slant blaming NJ for being fickle

Japan Times LIFELINES guest columnist Dr Berger on “Dealing with isolation and exclusion in Japan”. Seems grounded in

stereotypes.

China’s crackdown on foreigners called “xenophobic” by CNN columnist. Yet Japan’s been overtly doing the same to its NJ for

generations without similar criticism.

The Govinda (Mainali) miscarriage of justice murder case ruled for retrial after 15 years, so Immigration deports him. But there’s more

intrigue.

GOJ embryonic policymaking reboot for “co-existence with foreigners”: Some good stuff, but once again, policy about NJ without any

input from them

My Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE Column June 5, 2012: Guestists, Haters, the Vested: Apologists take many forms

DEBITO.ORG NEWSLETTER JUNE 4, 2012

Kyodo: Municipalities to deny services to illegal NJ; Kuchikomi: Rising NJ welfare chiselers “social parasites”

Baye McNeil’s “Loco in Yokohama” blog brings up uncomfortable truths in the debate on racism in Japan

Discussion: Aly Rustom on “Ways to fix Japan”

WSJ: “‘Expats’ Say Goodbye to Gaijin Card”, needs more research beyond “Expat” conceits

Japan Times HAVE YOUR SAY column solely devoted to the May 1 JBC column on “Microaggressions”

Yomiuri scaremongering: Foreign buyers snap up J land / Survey shows foreigners use Japanese names to hide acquisitions

Japan Times May 1, 2012 JBC “Microaggression” column now translated into Taiwanese Chinese.

Iida Yumiko on the nation-state, and how it includes people in the national narrative for its own survival (or in Japan’s case, how it

doesn’t)

Commemorating the Japan Times Community Page’s 10th Anniversary, a brief column by Arudou Debito, May 8, 2012

USG Asst Sec of State links post-divorce Japan child abductions with DPRK abductions of Japanese

JT Editorial: Tokyo Metro Govt fuels “Flyjin” myth with flawed survey; yet other NJ who should know better buy into it

Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE column May 1, 2012, “Yes, I can use chopsticks: the everyday ‘microaggressions’ that grind us down”

DEBITO.ORG NEWSLETTER APRIL 30, 2012

Books by ARUDOU Debito
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Referential Sites

“JAPANESE ONLY” T-shirts

"The Community in Japan" — a group for J residents to join and get advice

Activists' Page — site for people wanting to make Japan a better place for everyone

ARUDOU Debito's other publications

Having trouble? "What to do if…" artery site

Residents' Page — site for people who live or want to live in Japan

Rogues' Gallery of "Japanese Only" exclusionary places in Japan

日本語ページ

« Japan Times JUST BE CAUSE Column 58, Dec. 11, 2012: “Do Japan a favor: Don’t stop being a critic”

Japan’s lurch to the right has happened, as predicted. DPJ routed, LDP and Ishihara ascendant in Dec 2012 LH Election »

ACS on Internet smear campaigns in Japan-related cyberspace: Please read and critique this

essay.

Posted by debito on December 15th, 2012

Books etc. by ARUDOU Debito (click on icon):
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UPDATES ON TWITTER: arudoudebito

DEBITO.ORG PODCASTS on iTunes, subscribe free

Hello Blog.  I will reprint this essay about cyberbullying as it has a connection with Debito.org.  I add the caveat that I what is written below is not

necessarily representative of the opinions of myself or of readers/writers of Debito.org as a group.  It is reprinted with the intention of subjecting it

to the same critique and scrutiny as anyone else who publishes their thoughts or claims on the Internet.   The person(s) being critiqued herein has a

very strong and influential presence within Japan-related online debate arenas, and the claims, if true, indicate a significant degree of attempt at

public character assassination through allegedly unethical and unprofessional tactics.

It is Debito.org’s solemn hope that an ensuing discussion of this essay will bring to light several issues that warrant attention for honest and

forthright public discussion about Japan, without fear of cyberbullying that has become so rampant in Japan-related cyberspace.  With the looming

Japanese election and the impending future lurch to the right in Japanese politics, more debate on issues without bullying the messenger is very

much needed these days.  In that spirit, I pass this essay and all its evidence, written by “A Concerned Citizen”, on to you.  Please read and

critique.  Arudou Debito

UPDATE DECEMBER 17, 2012:  This essay has not withstood the test of critique, and so Debito.org will keep the essay up as a matter of

record but signal its disavowal with a strike-through of its contents.  Please read the Comments Section below for the critique, and click here

to read the essay justifying the Moderator’s decision.

///////////////////////////////////////

December 6, 2012

Dear Debito

Our group has discovered that Adrian Havill, an employee of Google Japan, has been using a number of phony names on the Internet to smear the

online reputations of those who disagree with his views about human rights, nuclear radiation, and the cruel and unnecessary killing of dolphins and

whales.

After months of research, our group has assembled a dossier of evidence that Adrian Havill, who also publicly goes by the name Eido Inoue, has

fallen down a slippery slope into fullblown sock-puppetry using these aliases:

–James Probel, editor of Japan Probe

–Level3, VK, Barry McMeany, Impressive and other pseudonyms which appear frequently on Japan

Probe, Tepido.org, Japologism.com, FuckedGaijin.com and various other sites attacking Debito.org
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We agree that it is one of the whackiest cases in vapourwear online media, a rambling mess of psycho-babble emanating from a sanctimonious

person meant to be diligently working full-time for a major corporation which has significant influence over the online reputations of people.

In many cases, Adrian Havill is conversing with himself in the form of Havill, Eido Inoue, Level3, VK, Barry McMeany, James Probel and several

other pseudonyms. We can prove that Adrian Havill is committing this fraud to generate more hits on his sites, including Japan Probe, in order to

earn income from selling Google Ads and other products.

We believe that this constitutes a flagrant contravention of the policies of Google and its various products, as well as the policies and legal

responsibilities of companies hosting Havill’s sites. We also believe that Havill’s gross misconduct over the past few years violates the laws and

regulations of a number of countries, including Japan and the United States, and we urge relevant authorities to take appropriate action.

We believe that Adrian Havill, using his knowledge of Google’s inner workings and his access to company resources and infrastructure, has

intentionally manipulated Google Search Results to tarnish the reputations and images of a number of people. In particular, links to articles by

Adrian Havill in Japan Probe, a relatively unknown site, appear unusually high up in Google Searches for a number of his targets, including those

listed below.

All of this is a serious breach-of-trust and conflict-of-interest for an employee of Google, a blue-chip company built on the success of its search

engine business.

We feel that any right-minded and conscientious individual would consider it unacceptably corrupt for a Google employee, with insider knowledge

of Google operations, to secretly administer a sophisticated website, Japan Probe, that gains a significant amount of internet traffic and profits by

attacking innocent foreigners and Japanese citizens in Japan and overseas. Google and other organizations have been denying or covering up this

for months while Havill continued, without consequence, to ruin the lives and reputations of innocent people.

–We call on Google USA and Google Japan to immediately launch a full investigation into the criminal conduct of Adrian Havill, and to hold him

accountable and responsible for his actions.

–We call on Media Temple, a host organization in California, to immediately tear down Japan Probe’s site, and to fully cooperate with efforts to

prosecute Adrian Havill in courts in the United States, Japan and other countries.

–We call on relevant authorities, including police, to immediately investigate the actions of Adrian Havill in regards to stalking, harassment,

defamation, fraud and threats of physical violence. Havill’s disorderly behavior online raises alarms about what other frauds Havill might be

secretly committing in Japan, the US and other countries, such as hacking and robbing accounts and stealing confidential information.

–We call on courts in Japan, the United States and other countries to promptly issue injunctions prohibiting Adrian Havill from stalking, contacting

or harassing any of his targets anywhere in the world, whether in private or online.

Our group includes academics, journalists, businessmen, activists and lawyers living in Japan and abroad. We are requesting anonymity in order to

protect ourselves from reprisals by Adrian Havill, who has demonstrated an obsession and compulsion to physically threaten or destroy the

reputations of those of his choosing.
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Here is some background information about Adrian Havill and his actions:

1. Havill’s father, Adrian Havill senior, was born in Bournemouth, England in 1940.[...]. Havill Sr. was educated in Vancouver, Canada and the US,

and was a paratrooper in the US 82nd Airborne Division in Fort Bragg, North Carolina, where he edited the division’s newspaper. (Fort Bragg is

known for hosting elite US Special Forces who often use pseudonyms to protect their identities.) Havill Sr. wrote advertorials for U.S. News &

World Report in the 1960s, and later owned an advertising and public relations firm in Washington. He authored several books denouncing people

such as former NBA team owner Jack Kent Cooke and legendary Washington Post journalists Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein. “Havill, in fact,

believes that “Deep Throat” is no more real than the movie episode or the rain, but rather, a dramatic device.”

http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/JFKharvill.htm

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrian_Havill

(Some of Havill’s claims were later proven false.) His articles were featured in Probe magazine in 1995 in the United States (likely the inspiration

for Adrian junior naming his own site Japan Probe.)

http://www.ctka.net/pr196-woodward.html

2. Adrian Havill junior attended school in Langley, Virginia (near CIA headquarters). He later moved to Japan and has endeavored to renounce his

US citizenship in order to become the Japanese citizen Eido Inoue.

3. On January 15, 2012, Eido Inoue wrote on Google Plus: “I just transferred my domains from #GoDaddy to Dyn to express my displeasure with

their stance on #SOPA” (However, there seems little indication that Eido Inoue has a number of domains under his official name. Havill, using the

alias James Probel, has on Japan Probe vehemently stated his opposition to SOPA.)

https://plus.google.com/117944255792788034101/posts

On Feb. 8, Havill wrote in Japan Probe:

“I believe that the freedom of speech is a fundamental human right. And that human right extends to the internet. On this issue, I agree with the

Electronic Frontier Foundation’s views of bloggers’ rights. Bloggers are entitled to free speech…..Internet bullies shouldn’t use copyright libel or

other claims to chill your legitimate speech.”

http://www.japanprobe.com/2012/02/08/christopher-johnson-attempts-to-silence-criticism-of-his-gaijin-gulag-article-legal-threats/

4. Havill’s accounts bearing his official names and pseudonyms share his diction, grammar, and thought patterns, obsessions for certain issues and

links, and prejudices and motives for revenge against certain people. It is indeed highly unlikely that any other person in sound mental health would

imagine that they could successfully hide and get away with spending hundreds of hours writing thousands of comments on the internet attacking

the same persons over the same issues.

5. While other commenters, such as Ken Y-N and Hikosaemon, to name but a few, have publicly acknowledged their real identities, nobody has

ever stood up to declare their responsibility for James Probel, Level3, VK, Impressive, Go Home, Go Home Loser, and several other hateful

pseudonyms. Their inability to stand up and declare themselves will only further the case that Adrian Havill is solely responsible for thousands of
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slanderous comments online.

6. Japan Probe’s “about” section lists “James”, nationality American, as the “founder and editor-in-chief of Japan Probe. His hobby is reading and

posting on blogs, and he’s terribly addicted to it.” Though it lists 23 other contributors, it’s likely that Adrian Havill has defrauded readers by

inventing many of these other names.

http://www.japanprobe.com/author-information/

7. This is the most important point. In a long-winded essay on November 4, 2010, Eido Inoue tried to show his superior knowledge of immigration

issues on Debito.org.

http://www.debito.org/?p=7723

Later, he attacked Debito in a large number of articles, including this one on Japan Probe: http://www.japanprobe.com/2011/05/23/why-i-turned-

on-debito-org/

Havill’s vendetta against Debito and associates is best understood by reading Havill’s long essay on Japan Probe, where he details why he turned

on Debito, and sets out his plans to discredit and destroy Debito and other foreign journalists. Havill also admits to writing on Tepido and other sites

for that stated purpose.

Havill writes:

_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/

“I know Debito. Personally. I attended a FRANCA meeting he had in Roppongi, I’ve bought his books (the Newcomer book was pretty good. The

In Appropriate book was not in my opinion.”

“I’ve given his FRANCA organization money, and I used to be a frequent contributor to debito.org. I invited him to participate on my blog, and

he’s featured my opinions both in his printed columns and his online posts. I enjoy spending time with Debito in person. I’ve had drinks with him on

more than once in Tokyo, just the two of us and with others.”

_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/

Havill lists reasons for turning on Debito:

_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/

1. I believe his tragic life has colored his judgement so severely that he is no longer able to be objective regarding anything related to Japan.

2. I think he’s good at his career, which is a professor of English (as a Foreign Language) at a university … However, I think he’s very bad at his

second career he’s trying to develop, which is being an “activist.” I base this opinion on his public record over the years: almost no tangible results

that affect our day-to-day life. He can’t moderate or filter or judge, and can’t distinguish between “instigating debate” and “instigating quality,

productive, non-red herring debate.”

3. I joined FRANCA and participated on debito.org because I’ve had a very good life in Japan and I wanted to give back and help the immigrant

community be as happy living in Japan as I am. I originally thought debito.org and FRANCA were tools to help achieve this. I stopped participating

on debito.org — FRANCA never really existed — near the end of last year after it became clear that many of the participants had no genuine

interest in enjoying life in Japan or having anything positive to say or believe in regarding Japan. That, or they had an attitude of entitlement:

Everything is a right. Nothing is a responsibility. I don’t have to change for Japan. Japan must change for me.

4. THE MOST IMPORTANT POINT AND WHY I JOINED TEPIDO.ORG AGAINST DEBITO.ORG.3/11 was a defining moment for me

regarding my attitudes towards the international press. Even before 3/11, I always knew that the international press:• never properly hired enough

people that have the credentials to properly translate Japanese in volume or in a timely manner• never properly did investigative journalism in

Japan• rarely spoke or read or wrote proper fluent, native or near-native Japanese, which is required to be an effective reporter for Japan• rarely
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properly socialized and developed relevant powerful Japanese connections (political and business), instead preferring to hang out in the “gaijin

ghettos” and wait for the Japanese with an angle come to them• rarely lived in Japan or had lived in Japan within the last five years — keeping their

“street knowledge” remained relevant.… but I never envisioned how bad this unprofessional behavior could become until the Kantō/Tōhoku

Disaster really put the international media to the test with a demanding journalistic task.Prior to 3/11, I thought the international press’ ineptitude

was a harmless diversion. You could count on normally respectable papers like NYT to pander to its audience’s desire for the “strange and wacky

and perverted” (it pays the bills) with stuff that normally would be embarrassing for even a minor paper to write: Japanese girls eyeing hostess

careers (Tabuchi), people dressing up as vending machines (Fackler), and almost everything that CNN’s Kyung Lah writes …

After 3/11, the stakes changed … During this time Debito.org attempted to gleefully feed the schadenfreude of its core audience and delivered the

“kick em when they’re down!” performance that its readers craved, hiding under the guise of responsible, conversative criticism and

skepticism.The international press, having downsized whatever meager Japanese office they had during the recession, pathetically relied almost

entirely on 4th or 5th level source English social media, English papers in Japan, and barely-able-to-speak interpreters — as they were caught

unprepared to responsibly cover a national disaster affecting one of the most important countries in the world.

I want the international press to start hiring more professionals that will do their own homework, rather than distort information they got from an

English blog in Japan, which distorted information about an English newspaper in Japan, which distorted a translation from an Japanese newspaper

in Japan, whose editor distorted the notes from a Japanese press conference reporter, which distorted what a PR person said, who distorted the

truth in the first place!The international press is feeding from the wrong end of that chain. Debito.org is one (of many) blogs on the wrong end of

that chain. And debito.org is one of the worst, in that it’s (perhaps unintentionally) based on hate and the presumption that everything in Japan is

bad, and it has undeserved legitimacy attached to it because the blog author has a monthly column in a relatively minor niche English national

paper in Japan — which is given too much weight by the international press because the paper is written in English and the international press can’t

read Japanese well.

I hope to force the overseas media to do their job better. It’s probably a unrealistic naive dream, but I think it’s more realistic than many other

methods, and it’s one that I think benefits the world, including non-Japanese, in the long run.As I believe a solution is to get rid of or reform the

English nth-in-the-chain sources that the international press crib-sheet cheats from when they’re Japanese-challenged, that means debito.organd

company must change or go away.If debito.org or “Just Be Cause” doesn’t or can’t be reformed, I’d be satisfied with discrediting them, so that no

legit press, international or domestic, would dare attempt to use them as a source, lest they be caught and shamed and laughed at for using such a

unreliable information.Tepido.org helps serve this purpose. It’s not perfect: it’s crude, often immature, and too personal. I often wince when I read

both the posts and comments (including my own). But it’s free (as in speech), and it seems to be effective based on how I’ve seen debito.org react

to it.

5. That’s why I read and comment on Tepido.org.

Additionally, I now work with other native Japanese to work on making Japan a little friendlier towards true human rights issues in Japan. I work

with them, rather than debito.org, because they’ve demonstrated they have to will and the diplomacy skills (language, judgement, and compromise)

to fairly assess and fix (where possible) true unfair discrimination — quickly and effectively.In the parlance of the industry, they’re mere crude

“traffic driver” ads, designed to boost page views and participants of the problematic blog.However, as I’m often typing on a mobile (or worse,

experimental or development) device and have a hard enough time editing simple English on tiny keyboards, I may make a mistake and

occasionally slip and break my own rules. Despite this, the appearance of me attacking Debito The Person is not intentional. However, the man has

intertwined his blog, his activist work, and his personal life together so deeply that it’s sometimes difficult to criticize the work without criticizing
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the man.

Thusly, having unambiguously stated his motives and prejudices against international media critical of Japan, Adrian Havill carried out his plans by

using Japan Probe and other sites to stain the reputations of a number of reporters as well as other foreigners questioning Japan’s official version of

the nuclear meltdown, slaughter of mammals, rights violations, and other issues.

_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/

Here are some of Havill’s targets:

1. CNN Japan correspondent Kyung Lah

Though she has done hundreds of stories reaching millions of viewers and readers, a Google search for her shows, in third place, a Japan Probe

article: “More trashy journalism from Kyung Lah and CNN.” In fourth place is another Japan Probe article: “Kyung Lah leaving Japan.” In the

articles, Havill found and posted the worst possible photo of Lah, a woman known for her presentable looks and personality. He also accused her,

without evidence, of being fired over an affair with a producer.

Havill wrote: “Few of us in the Japan blogosphere liked Kyung Lah’s crude, misinformed, trashy and stupid reports about Japan. Her replacement

will probably not be great, but it is hard to imagine that CNN could find another reporter as bad as Lah.”

http://www.japanprobe.com/2010/04/05/more-trashy-journalism-from-kyung-lah-and-cnn/

http://www.japanprobe.com/2012/06/29/cnns-kyung-lah-leaving-japan/

2. New York Times Tokyo bureau chief Martin Fackler

A Google search for Fackler, whose work reaches millions every week, finds a Japan Probe article titled: Asahi Journalist Claims New York Times

Printed Fake Quote From Japanese Foreign Minister. Another Japan Probe article attacking Fackler says: New York Times’ Martin Fackler

Receives Prize (Funded By Russian Fossil Fuel Industry). The artwork implies Fackler is a pawn in a chess game. Fackler was not contacted for

reply.

http://www.japanprobe.com/2012/06/23/new-york-times-martin-fackler-receives-prize-funded-by-russian-fossil-fuel-industry/

http://www.japanprobe.com/2012/02/15/asahi-journalist-claims-new-york-times-printed-fake-quote-from-japanese-foreign-minister/

3. Washington Times Tokyo correspondent Christopher Johnson

A Google search finds four Japan Probe articles attacking Johnson at the top of a long list of articles likely linked to Havill. Attack articles

in Japologism.com also rank near the top. A derogatory image posted on Japan Probe, of a man wearing a tin-foil hat, which accompanied an article

titled “Japan Journalist Chris Johnson’s Mental Meltdown”, appear second in Google Images for Johnson. The title suggests that Havill deliberately

sought for his Japan Probe article to appear immediately to anyone typing “Japan Journalist Chris Johnson” into a Google search.

Johnson’s own articles in the Washington Times, his article in The Economist about being deported from Japan, and articles in his blog Globalite

Magazine on Posterous.com, do not appear in the first 10 pages, which are littered with links to articles in Japan Probe, Japologism, Tepido, and

versions which Havill cached on versionista.

http://www.japanprobe.com/2012/04/04/japan-journalist-chris-johnsons-mental-meltdown/

4. Tennessee businessman Christopher Savoie

In one of several Japan Probe articles attacking Savoie, who was arrested in Japan for trying to regain access to his abducted children, Havill wrote:

“The not-so-pretty truth that the American media failed to look into has come to the surface. I think it’s pretty much assured that the Japanese

media will not be following CNN’s example of declaring Christopher a “hero.”

The comments sections are littered with pseudonyms accusing Savoie of everything from perjury to theft to child abuse.

In an article two years later, Havill wrote: “Savoie’s new wife, with whom he had an affair before divorcing his Japanese wife, was given free reign
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to appear on CNN and slander the Savoie’s Japanese ex-wife. It was a very ugly spectacle.” Havill presented no evidence to support his false

claims about Savoie’s personal life.

http://www.japanprobe.com/2009/10/01/details-emerge-in-case-of-child-abduction/

http://www.japanprobe.com/2011/05/10/american-court-orders-japanese-ex-wife-to-pay-6-1-million-to-christopher-savoie/

5. Social Media Guru and Dolphin Defender Michael Q Todd

A Google search for “Michael Q Todd Japan” finds Japan Probe articles in the top three places, unusually and remarkably higher than Todd’s

twitter account (73,000 followers), Facebook (5000 friends) and his plethora of social media sites.

In his attack article on Japan Probe, Adrian Havill cites, as evidence of Todd’s wrongdoing, an article he wrote under his other name, Eido Inoue,

on Ecademy.com.

Havill wrote on Japan Probe: “In an Ecademy comment thread about Michael Q Todd’s fundraising page, a reader has posted some accurate

information on how detention and deportation work in Japan. It has been re-posted here, with the author’s permission.”

(Thus, Havill asked Havill for permission to repost Havill’s article.)

Havill, who has met Todd in person, writes under his name James Probel:

“MQ is a nice guy. I know him and have met him on numerous occasions. I feel for him. He messed up, though, and there’s basically not any

amount of money (or lawyering) that will fix this. I’m sorry he messed up his life in Japan.”

http://www.japanprobe.com/2012/09/24/michael-q-todd-caught-overstaying-his-visa-friends-raising-thousands-of-dollars-online-to-free-him/

http://www.ecademy.com/node.php?id=180778

http://www.japanprobe.com/2012/09/28/michael-q-todd-living-and-working-in-japan-without-a-work-visa-a-victim-of-passport-theft/

6. US businessman Josh Swift

Google searches find Japan Probe leading an online campaign to slander US citizen Josh Swift for saying he was moving his family out of Japan due

to radiation fears from a meltdown at Fukushima reactors, near his home and the homes of his in-laws in Japan. Other websites picked up the Japan

Probe attacks. They, as a whole, have effectively smeared his name online, with unproven accusations that he and his Japanese wife are abusing

their three children by moving them to the United States. Headlines such as “Joshua Swift Japan Radiation Health Scam” appear to be written with

the intention of appearing whenever a potential employer, probing Swift’s past in Japan, types “Joshua Swift Japan” into a Google search.

One of the articles attacking Swift received 189 comments, many written by Havill using sock-puppets. Google Images for “Josh Swift Japan” show

his tweets, as they were printed on JapanProbe.

http://www.japanprobe.com/2012/05/06/american-claims-children-in-chiba-are-sick-from-radiation-poisoning-raises-thousands-of-dollars-online/

http://www.japanprobe.com/2012/05/09/voice-of-america-interviews-american-who-raised-7500-online-after-claiming-children-in-chiba-

were-sick-from-radiation-poisoning/

http://www.google.com/search?q=josh+swift+japan&start=10&hl=en&sa=N&tbo=u&tbm=isch&source=univ&

ei=OSXAUPewKc2emQXGvYFg&ved=0CDQQsAQ4Cg&biw=1431&bih=686

http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1863866/pg1

7. US-born teacher William Milberry
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The top-ranked result in a Google search for “William Milberry Japan” finds a Japan Probe article defaming Milberry, an American high school

teacher in Japan concerned about the effects of radiation on his family.

Havill calls him a “scumbag” making “crackpot videos”. Google Images for Milberry lead off with Japan Probe images meant to smear him.

Havill, saying that Milberry doesn’t require money to take his family out of Japan, writes:

“When I worked as a private contract ALT several years ago, I had no trouble at all living a very comfortable life. Despite earning about two-thirds

what a JET Program teacher would earn, I was able to pay rent on an unsubsidized apartment, take international vacations, and save up thousands

of dollars.”

In the comments section, Eido Inoue writes: “If this is true, then as a JET alumni I too am disgusted. JET Programme participants receive at least

the funds for a plane ticket home (though not money for moving expenses, a spouse plane ticket, or spouse visa). However, as he knew JET is a

limited term assignment, he should’ve financially prepared to leave Japan, as his employment time in Japan was not guaranteed to be indefinite.”

The comment section spreads down the page, involving a lengthy and obsessive conversation between “Eido Inoue”, “Level3″ and “VK”, who

agree on everything, cite the same evidence based on anecdotes from their similar experiences, and make essentially the same points in lengthy

dissertations read by almost nobody. Yet this article, appearing at the top of Google searches for Milberry, would be the first thing read by anyone

thinking of employing Milberry in the future.

http://www.japanprobe.com/2012/07/13/why-is-jet-program-teacher-william-milberry-raising-money-online/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9F8vZdyevG0

http://kyotoobserver.wordpress.com/2012/07/13/william-milberrys-donations-box-gets-japan-probed/

Respectfully,

A Concerned Citizen

ENDS

This entry was posted on Saturday, December 15th, 2012 at 11:25 am and is filed under debito.org blog and website biz. You can follow any

responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can leave a response, or trackback from your own site.

31 Responses to “ACS on Internet smear campaigns in Japan-related cyberspace: Please read and critique this essay.”

Hoofin Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 12:38 am

Intriguing, if true, that this was all the work of one person.

1.
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debito Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 2:46 am

Debito here. A friend of mine whose opinion as a source I trust has written in to me privately to say that he has met both Eido and

“James” at Japan Probe, and they are two separate people. Alright, that’s one claim within this essay debunked. Any more? Let us know.

2.

Mark in Yayoi Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 9:09 am

Debito, I fear you’re being taken in by a humbug. There isn’t much in the way of proof that Eido is all these other people, despite the

supposed efforts taken by A Concerned Citizen and his “group”. Perhaps A Concerned Citizen knows more about one person pretending to

be many people than Eido does.

3.

Topaz Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 9:16 am

Debito, you’ve stepped in another huge pile of dog poop. This raving, rambling, paranoid diatribe has one particularly notable thing: even if

all the nutcase conspiracy theories in it are true, for the most part this guy Adrian Havill is guilty of nothing other than expressing opinions

different from the “concerned citizen”. There’s nothing illegal or even necessarily unethical about posting under aliases. Look at all the

personal info you’ve just publicised because he used his real name. If he’s not using aliases currently, I bet he’s going to seriously reconsider

starting to do so, going forward.

There’s only one sinister thing the writer has actually suggested, and that’s the accusation that Havill has tampered with Google results. This

theory is so batshit insane that I don’t even know where to begin. If the writer believes for a moment that any of his complaints have merit,

he should stop posting to Debito.org with his “we call on Google to..” and “we call on .. police” calls to arms, and actually contact those

organizations. I’m sure they’re not reading Debito (sorry Debito, you have a popular and important site, but not THAT universally read). I

don’t believe for a millisecond the concerned citizen is actually “concerned” enough to do so.

I feel all the writer’s looking for is to make himself feel better about his own opinions, by constructing a fantasy that the multitudes of people

who legitimately disagree with him on topics of substance are actually just 1 person. He’s wrong.

Debito, this meta discussion about who said what about who is pulling you off track, once again, from what you do well. There must be

something of substance to put up on debito.org this week, is there not?

– Yes. The upcoming election. Awaiting results.

4.

trustbutverify Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 11:38 am

There’s only one sinister thing the writer has actually suggested…

5.
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I don’t know, the allegations of “…stalking, harassment, defamation, fraud and threats of physical violence… are pretty sinister and could

be pretty libellous.

Frankly, if the author (sorry, authors, it’s some shadowy group, riiiiiight….) really thought any of this had substance, wouldn’t they print

some kind of special investigative report on their own site, rather than setting someone else up to take the consequential heat?

“Reprint” suggests it’s seen the light of day before, but I suspect not. This particular internet smear campaign started right here.

You want critique? Well, it’s a great example of how easy it is to manipulate cycbercitizens into being part of the game. Play on.

– Keep the critique coming, everyone. Thanks. If we get more of the claims debunked, I’ll probably take down the blog post with

apologies.

MT Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 12:38 pm

Come on. This site is being used. Plain and simple. Pull this down now, Debito. You should know better as you sued AND WON a libel case

against the founder of 2channel for simply hosting defaming statements about you. You’re taking this a step further by actively hitting the

post button yourself and actively moderating comments. Nishimura was well detached from 2channel, so he avoided any monetary penalty.

The author (and we all know who it is) of this “essay” wants to uncover the identity of certain people, for example, the editor of JapanProbe,

who has refused to remove certain posts that are embarrassing and featured prominently in Google search results. So he accuses a well

known (to expats in Japan) Google employee of manipulating search results and being the editor of JapanProbe in the hope that the

employee will be forced to reveal the name of the real editor.

Forget about “11 herbs and spices,” the Google search algorithm is probably one of the most valuable and fiercely-guarded trade secrets held

by any multinational corporation today. There is an entire industry devoted to reverse engineering it. Google has been sued, more than once,

regarding changes to it’s page rank algorithm.

The thought that some random mid-low level programmer, who doesn’t even work in search, would even have access to it, much less be

capable of manipulating it, is laughable.

– For the record, 2-Channel’s Nishimura avoided monetary penalty not because he was detached from hitting the “post button” himself,

but rather because nobody knew where his bank accounts were, as his company isn’t registered like regular media outlets are, and

contempt of court for not following a court order is not an option in Japan to convert a civil case into a criminal case. Back on topic.

6.

Barry McMeany Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 12:39 pm

Hi,

7.
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I’ll admit – this isn’t my real surname, but I’ve certainly not have anything to do with the other names.

I’m really not part of this campaign against you, I’ve just posted some facts where nonsense about Japan was getting picked up by real

media. Maybe it has similarities to others as is is facts, and maybe same sources as those are the best sources? I’m not Edio, who seems

happy to publish under his real name and generally is spot on with his information. Perhaps he also uses a alias for more controversial views,

but I doubt he’s all of those people. I think it bit bad for you to publish this – it’s clear who wrote it and he seems to use plenty of alias here

and elsewhere. He just wants to big up himself; even tried to get fame by writing his own wikipedia entry. There is at least another one other

obsessive who posts on your site and elsewhere with multiple names – he or she (very clever main handle by the way JG) seems to get kicks

out of setting you up and trolls you to cause trouble with other famous internet gaijin.

Norik Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 12:42 pm

Eido Inoue and Level 3 used to post here, Inoue also says you two used to know each other. Do YOU think Eido Inoue=Havill=Level 3?

I couldn’t find any solid evidence that backs up the claims by the author. The only thing he provides to convince us is comparison between

opinions, but that can be an evidence, of course.

8.

BING MAN Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 1:42 pm

One of the claims is that Eido works at Google and is using his influence to manipulate the search results..

Am I the only one that tried these searches on Bing? Unless there was a search that I missed, every single one of them (with the exception of

Martin Fackler) resulted in first page links to japanprobe.com.

Is it going to be suggested now that Eido is abusing his position at Google to manipulate bing.com results as well? This is ridiculous..

9.

Doug Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 3:04 pm

Wow

Debito-san. I cannot believe I saw this on your site.

It seems to me that this in and of itself is “cyber bullying” and I think you probably have gone quite far out a limb with this one my friend.

This detracts from some of the the good things that you do and some of the interesting subjects that come up on your blog.

I do not know any of the folks involved but just after a first read it is obvious this is full of holes and prepared by an individual with a

personal vendetta. Frankly it is very hard to believe this is a “group of concerned citizens”. I think your own post (#2) substantiates the gut

feeling. The author of this piece is stretching things way too far.

10.
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Let the author have his own blog/website to put this up on and take full responsiblity for the conents. Take it down quickly with sincere

apologies.

Good luck.

gilbey Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 3:36 pm

If one (fairly central) claim is clearly wrong as you say – surely, that’s enough to dismiss the whole lot as nonsense, no?

– No. Anyway, I’ll wait for another twelve hours for the original author to respond. If no response, I’ll apologize and take the blog post

down.

11.

Fight Back Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 9:45 pm

I do believe that the apologists, although vocal, are a much smaller group than they would have us believe. Therefore I believe there is some

validity to this claim even if the details are in dispute.

12.

sendaiben Says:

December 16th, 2012 at 10:43 pm

To be honest, it’s embarrassing. Bad call putting this trash up on an otherwise useful and respected blog. Even if it were true, the tone is way

out there.

13.

Jim Di Griz Says:

December 17th, 2012 at 12:19 am

@Barry #8

Re:

‘There is at least another one other obsessive who posts on your site and elsewhere with multiple names – he or she (very clever main handle

by the way JG) seems to get kicks out of setting you up and trolls you to cause trouble with other famous internet gaijin.’

I am not ‘A Concerned Citizen’, and I bet I don’t post under half the names you are thinking of.

14.

Hoofin Says:

December 17th, 2012 at 2:39 am

The author (and it sounds like ONE author) looks to have engaged in a bit of overreach. I think it’s safe to conclude that Havill/Eido Inoue

15.
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spends a lot of time on the internet, and employs more than one handle while engaging the rest of the public.

My concern, as I had expressed to Havill/Eido, is that holding himself out as an employee of a major search engine company AND sharing

information “found” about other people on the search engine has a particularly bad interpretation. We are all grown ups, and so I assume he

has considered this heavily.

The identity behind these other sock puppets who travel in the exact same websites as Havill/Eido is troubling. I think that the theorist above

has a more solid case there. These other anonymous people parrot the exact same themes in their messages, that are classic sock puppetry.

I also strongly suspect that several of these sock puppets rely on Tor and other anonymizers when they post. Troubling to me, is that when I

have more activity from the group that posts on Tepido.org and its similarly-themed successor site, my own website’s hits from far off places

like Mongolia and Kazakhstan trend up.

I agree with commenters who say that the essay above looks to identify the main (and probably only) writer of Japan Probe, and that this is

something along the lines of “if not YOU then WHO!”, which most of us who write frequently on Japan issues have faced in one context or

another. I do not believe that 24 people are contributing blog entries to Japan Probe. It could be the work of someone, not Eido, who has

been accepting anonymous essays of another crowd who have something to say about someone else. My concern about the heavy anonymity

there is that it also sounded like an American expat nonfiler who is dodging American taxes on the Google ads income (self-employed

activity not enrolled in Japanese pension.)

I think the essay should stay up, but with the appropriate caveats.

debito Says:

December 17th, 2012 at 7:20 am

Debito here again. Alright, it’s been twelve hours. The original writer of this blog entry has not responded to defend his or her claims, or

answer questions raised here in the Comments Section. So it’s time to take some measures. I will do so after a break from writing and

some errands. Just a note to let Readers know that time’s up.

16.

debito Says:

December 17th, 2012 at 9:33 am

MODERATOR DECISION REGARDING THIS BLOG ENTRY:

I will not delete this blog entry. I will strike through the text to indicate that Debito.org does not stand by its contents, but leave it up as a

record of the debate, critique, and proceedings that took place.

REASONING BEHIND THIS DECISION:

1) I have decided that this particular blog entry, although not 100% true, is probably not 100% false either. There is enough

17.
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circumstantial evidence (as well as related evidence grounded in sources regarding the individual in question) to warrant a discussion

(or at the bare minimum, a record of this discussion) of the contents therein.

2) There is an enormous issue being taken up within this blog entry that is not completely related to the individual being critiqued, and it

deserves not to be deleted. That issue is one of editorializing. With the slow death of traditional media as an editorializing force (run by

people trained in factfinding, reportage, balanced critique, journalistic ethics, and the role of media as a watchdog and an influencer of

public opinion), editorializers are being replaced by bloggers (run by people who are mostly not trained in those things – moreover, are

often anonymous amateurs). Many are in fact indulging (I can speak from personal experience, as can many others) in an unethical

means to amplify their voice by masquerading as others by writing under multiple monikers or within multiple venues — sometimes

having conversations with themselves (“sock-puppeting”) as a means to create the veneer of majority-view legitimacy. In smaller

enclaves of people with specific interests (say, people interested in life, human rights, and equality in Japan), this has led to bullying of

minority voices by a very small but dedicated cadre of people, who use their anonymity to make sure that their activities will very rarely

be uncovered because of the lack of direct evidence (as witnessed in this blog post’s essay; much evidence is circumstantial because

direct evidence is extremely difficult to get). But the lack of 100%-verifiable evidence is not always a reason so not have an exploratory

conversation based upon a lesser amount of (circumstantial) evidence. In this blog entry’s case, the evidence was insufficient for an

expose. But I as a moderator when creating this blog post decided that there was enough to start a conversation and engage in critique of

the claims being made. That critique was had. Unfortunately, little additional evidence was forthcoming. The essay did not stand up to

scrutiny, hence the strike-throughs. But the underlying issue of people being cyberbullied will not go away without a conversation,

which thanks to this seminal report may one day happen.

3) This leads to the biggest reason why this post will not be deleted. It is a matter of fair game. The abovementioned critique of

Debito.org that Eido Inoue/Adrian Havill himself offered of Debito.org on Japan Probe also critiqued me as a person and the alleged

effect that I have on the media on Japan. In the same spirit, I think this blog entry should serve to increase understanding of how “sock-

puppeting” and cyberbullying (a fundamental means for those who devote their whole lives to ferreting out information about other

people in order to silence online conversations that they personally find unsavory, e.g., fairness, equal treatment, and human rights for

non-citizens in Japan) works as a dynamic, and the effect it has of preventing communities from having important conversations through

the art of intimidation. In sum, it is a dynamic that encourages bad habits in the media – where the person who sits all day at the

computer terminal has the power or ability to shape the dominant discourse, and over time summon what appears to be enough

counter-fire (especially through “sock-puppeting”) to achieve the result of dominating if not intimidating discussion. In small

communities, that gives outsized reach to a small cadre of individuals. The author(s) of this blog entry asserted that this cadre was one

person. It probably is not. Nevertheless I think the cadre is small, mostly anonymous, and ill-intentioned. Many of them would effectively

seek to deny the same fundamental freedoms of speech that they allegedly uphold. Thus they will not succeed in deleting this particular

conversation.

4) That said, my biggest problem with the author of the above blog post was the fact that he/she/they would not stand up and defend their

claims in this blog entry. After first receiving this essay, I asked for a rewrite with more substantiating links. I got that rewrite shortly

afterwards and decided that the author(s) would be responsive to public critique on Debito.org. Minutes after this blog post went up, I
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notified the person(s) that they were expected to participate in the discussion. No answer was received, either to me or to Debito.org.

This is not the first time that this has happened, and no doubt it will not be the last. But if the author(s) will not take responsibility for

their claims and engage in the critique, I lose respect for them as a credible source, and after sufficient critique will formally disclaim

them here on Debito.org.

5) Sometimes when a venue reports without fear or favor, one gets a story that blows up in their face, like this one did. Starting

conversations about touchy social subjects always carries that risk. But Debito.org has borne that risk dozens of times in its fifteen-year

history, and will continue doing so. This is not the first blog post that wound up as strike-throughs or eventual deletion, nor will it be the

last, I’m sure. Debate on the Internet is not for the weak of conviction. If this is not quite the tone or content you want to see in your

daily diet of Internet gruel, then please don’t read Debito.org — or for that matter read most other blogs that deal with social issues.

Touchy subjects attract nasty people and nastier debate.

APOLOGY

I apologize to the Debito.org Readership for putting up a blog post authored by a third party that was neither sufficiently grounded in its

claims nor ultimately supported by its original author(s), which led to the post being disavowed by Debito.org and struck through. I will

endeavor to do a better job at vetting next time.

CONCLUSION

Remember the fundamental dilemma here that Debito.org was trying to address: Cyberbullying does happen, especially in our circles of

discussion: I have written about it in detail before, and it is worth having a conversation about. But gathering 100% conclusive evidence

about Internet behavior is very difficult. So when I see something going on, do I ignore it, or provide a venue for starting a discussion

when circumstantial evidence mounts? I chose to start the conversation. I hope others will continue it. Arudou Debito

TANGENT

I note that I still haven’t found Eido Inoue’s name (as Adrian Havill) in the United States Federal Register of people who have

renounced United States citizenship. See for example:

https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2012/11/01/2012-26841/quarterly-publication-of-individuals-who-have-chosen-to-expatriate-

as-required-by-section-6039g

It has been about two years since his Japanese naturalization, and renunciation is a legal requirement in Japan. I have no doubt if the

positions were reversed, and I had not renounced, Eido or one of his namesakes would be telling cyberspace the same thing about me.

ENDS

john k Says:

December 17th, 2012 at 12:29 pm

common sense has prevailed.

18.

Jim Di Griz Says:19.
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December 18th, 2012 at 12:09 am

@ Hoofin #15

‘Troubling to me, is that when I have more activity from the group that posts on Tepido.org and its similarly-themed successor site, my own

website’s hits from far off places like Mongolia and Kazakhstan trend up.’

Don’t be so down on yourself Hoofin, I’m sure that you are in reality a huge hit on the Mongolian and Kazakh blogging scene! As if you

were somehow locked into a reciprocal (although misguided) agreement with Borat.

@ Debito,

I would go with Hoofin’s advice on this since he is not only a lawyer (IIRC), but also has done some work on these internet bullies before. I

do believe that Hoofin is one of the most level-headed and honest people on the J-blogging scene.

A Concerned Citizen Says:

December 18th, 2012 at 9:15 am

Dear Debito,

Thank you very much for providing a forum for these issues, and apologies for the late reply to your messages sent over the weekend while I

was away on business. A number of people have discussed this. We would like to state very clearly that readers should not hold you

responsible for the contents that we have submitted to your forum. We would like your readers to be aware that we are responsible for the

allegations we have presented, based on a long period of research and accumulation of evidence, as shown in the links provided. We believe

that the reactions of Mr. Havill and his various cohorts are serving to add further evidence in support of our claims. If you could peruse the

full dossier of evidence we have accumulated, you would understand the conviction of our concern. We hope you will continue to allow

readers to see the details of our findings in full, as we continue to gather information. We would like to ask for your patience in allowing us to

comment on any questions which your readers might have regarding our submission.

Respectfully,

A Concerned Citizen

20.

More Japan-side expat blogging news: some name and shame over at Debito.org. | Hoofin Says:

December 19th, 2012 at 4:04 am

[...] This post was brought to my attention the other evening. [...]

21.

Piglet Says:

December 19th, 2012 at 11:49 am

22.
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“A Concerned Citizen” should provide the readers of this website with factual evidence which support his conclusions. Until then, we have

to take his words at face value. Since “A Concerned Citizen” and his “group” remain anonymous, there is obviously no reason to give any

credit to the allegations without sufficient evidence.

Binged Says:

December 19th, 2012 at 7:35 pm

Would be interesting to see a comparison on how search results differ for Google and Bing in regards to people mentioned in this essay. Has

anyone tried?

23.

Binged Says:

December 20th, 2012 at 9:18 am

I just put these names into Google and Bing for comparison. Funny how Japan Probe gets much higher ranking on Google.com searches than

at Bing. Will add more later.

Kyung Lah:

Google (Japan Probe twice on first page — “More trashy journalism from Kyung Lah”)

Bing (nothing from Japan Probe on first page)

Martin Fackler Japan:

Google (Japan Probe attack article on first page)

Bing (nothing from Japan Probe on first four pages)

24.

Binged Says:

December 20th, 2012 at 9:45 am

Here is a clear example of where Japan Probe’s articles have succeeded in smearing a name on Google but not on Bing. Note that many of

the smear articles do not appear anywhere on Bing, but at the top of Google searches:

Joshua Swift Japan:

Google:

1. Fukushima Fearmonger dupes thousands

2. Radiation Health Scam

3. Linked in

4. Twitter

5. VOA

25.
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6. Gaijin Twitter Toughs

7. Facebook

8. Japan Probe

9. Images (Japan Probe tweets)

10. Child Abuse Continues

Bing:

1. LInked in

2. Linked in

3. VOA

4. Facebook

….

9. Japan Probe

(nothing from Godfearing, uhohjapan2, or anything else attacking him on first 3 pages)

Binged Says:

December 21st, 2012 at 8:46 am

Roland Buerk Japan Journalist

Google:

1. Japan Probe (attack article about his story “Japan Prefers Pets to Parenthood”)

2. Wikipedia

3. BBC

4. Linked In

5. Nissan

6. Story about Buerk marrying woman who saved him from tsunami

(but more people read Japan Probe than Wikipedia, the BBC, Nissan, the Telegraph?)

Bing:

1. Story in Telegraph about Buerk marrying tsunami savior

2. Wikipedia

3. BBC

4. Linked In

6. Japan Probe story

26.
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Bing’s results seem to reflect reality. One would expect high search results for a story about Buerk in a major British daily, as well as his

BBC employers. Google, meanwhile, appears incredibly distorted. Did more people really view the Japan Probe story about Buerk than

stories about him in the Telegraph (million-plus circulation), Wikipedia, BBC (millions of viewers daily) and LinkedIn. No way. Absolutely

no way. Somebody connected with Japan Probe, who has knowledge of how to manipulate and distort Google search results, have succeeded

in smearing Buerk’s name on the internet. It’s classic character assassination. They must have been thrilled when Buerk quit the BBC to join

Nissan. Mission accomplished. Another journalist hounded out of Japan (to go with Kyung Lah and others).

Bob in Chiba Says:

December 21st, 2012 at 3:03 pm

The difference in search results between Google and Bing is interesting (personally I’ve never used Bing), but let’s not forget that both

Google and Bing personalize the search results based on your location and what search results you’ve clicked on previously, as shown in this

article:

http://searchengineland.com/bing-results-get-localized-personalized-64284

Doing a google search on my own, I get similar but not exactly the same results, with the Japanprobe content further down the line. I do read

Japanprobe on occasion, and have searched on google for specific JP articles before, so that may be one reason why Japanprobe comes up at

all.

27.

Go Home Says:

January 1st, 2013 at 9:29 pm

Hi. I have no idea what the history to all this is, nor the ideological divisions and personal politics, but I am forced to fire another hole in it

credibility as my comments as ‘Go Home’ are being falsely bundled in with this wild accusation.

This is my second attempt at clarifying this, the previous of which was not published. In it I noted a willingness to contact the editor of this

site to confirm my own identity. It’s clear that many other authors are being accused by the anonymous author.

I can also confirm that *if* there is some behind the scene’s conspiracy going on, I know nothing of it. I do not know who the owners/editors

of Japan Probe are, nor is there any other communication between commentators going on to my knowledge.

My opinions, and motivations, are my own and I am happy to justify them.

I find the striking out of the above email (… and let’s face it, it is hardly an “essay” …), a little disingenuous as it is still picked up in full by

Google etc.

I entirely support the position of those who are critical of the superficial, biased and abysmal quality of English language journalism on

Japan, and would happily join in a rat packing of any such journalist of my own free will!

28.
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It would say it is clear that for many of them, a posting to Japan is seen merely as an inconvenient stepping stone to some other more

desirable position and that editorially Japan is seen largely as material for entertainment (bizarre Japan stories) and of little more importance

than Outer Mongolia. Far too much of such media, and the commentary that it provokes, is tainted by repetition of tiresome WWII

propaganda and well worn stereotypes.

Baudrillard Says:

January 2nd, 2013 at 11:52 am

@ above, ” Far too much of such media, and the commentary that it provokes, is tainted by repetition of tiresome WWII propaganda and

well worn stereotypes.”

Well, we can blame the press club and the lack of a real investigative media to reap what they have sown.

As for WW2 propaganda, in light if recent events, it seems to be making a come-back. In Japan.

And Japan is the land “where stereotypes are loved and cherished” (Powers, Working in Japan”, 1990). Especially stereotypes of NJs.

What goes around, comes around. Tough, said the Kitty.

29.

Bob Says:

January 2nd, 2013 at 4:08 pm

Baudrillard, this is the kind of poisonous logic that creates never-ending cycles of conflict between groups of people. He punched me or my

associate, so I’ll encourage others to punch him, while complaining that punching shouldn’t be allowed. Us versus them, and complain about

their tactics while employing, or at least sanctioning, the same. “Fair is fair.”

Not directed at Baudrillard but rather this whole pathetic stew of “apologist” versus “Japan-bashers”:

I completely agree with “Go Home”; the western media coverage of Japan is shameful, stereotype-ridden and otherwise indistinguishable

from a record broken since 1995 playing on repeat the same demonstrably false tripe, worthy of repudiation and rebuke.

I also believe that, where Japanese media promotes NJ stereotypes, it should be smacked down with equal vigor.

I hope that my position is at least logically consistent. Japan-bashers who make gross stereotypes about Japanese people and society and then

turn around and complain about racism, while they are perfectly within their rights to complain about racism, are also hypocrites who make

the rest of us look like sanctimonious assholes by association.

Can’t we all agree to just condemn racism, and not turn it around and claim a quasi-race of people or an entire society of individuals with

diverse views are genetically predisposed to be uncultured, backwards racists? I cannot be the only one here who finds this position logically

untenable, offensive and counterproductive.
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I too am unaffiliated with whatever conspiracy is alleged in this essay, if there is such a conspiracy. I do think in general that it is a mark of

paranoia/mental illness to obsess over supposed shadowy conspiracies, but I’d make an exception for Debito and other public figures, what

with the website targeting him personally and 2ch attacks and media attention over the years.

Jim Di Griz Says:

January 2nd, 2013 at 4:28 pm

@ Go Home #28

‘editorially Japan is seen largely as material for entertainment (bizarre Japan stories) and of little more importance than Outer Mongolia.’

That’s because Japan really is of little more importance the Outer Mongolia.

It’s not rocket science.

Japan is antagonizing neighbors, going back in time politically, withdrawing from the world, de-incentivizing

those who may have thought of going there to live and work, is becoming a nation of elderly retirees, with companies that only have ‘junk’

status, and a fiscal time-bomb.

Not the ingredients for a major 21st century global player whose every move deserves serious analysis, is it? Japan’s a laughing stock, and an

international ‘also-ran’.

31.

Leave a Reply

Name (required)

Mail (will not be published) (required)
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